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There’s a lot of data in the Energy industry

https://reate.cprm.gov.br/anp/TERRESTRE



I mean, a LOT of data



A lot of “interesting” formats as well



Becoming a Data Driven Company

92% of companies cite culture – people, process, 
organization, and change management - as the biggest 

impediment.

99% of blue-chip companies are investing in data

24% have successfully created a data-driven organization 

Tech

Strategy & 
outcomes

People



One day in the life of Anna, the seismic data manager

Anna leads a team of seismic data managers and has a 5 PB collection of seismic data.

Seismic workflow requires multiple tools from multiple vendors with different data formats, creating a 
number of conversions and export/import operations as well as multiple copies of the data.

Each tool has evolved with specialized data formats optimized for performance to best implement 
their process, and Anna’s team uses dozens of different tools. Her team spends around 60% of their 
time searching for quality data.

The typical application runs on large workstations that cannot leverage HPC.



Anna’s team Technology Landscape
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The data perspective from this technology landscape

- Data duplication and siloed
- No single source of truth
- Limited storage capacity

- No common nomenclature

- Data ownership and governance
- Loss of control
- No documented management 

practices

- Information locked into proprietary 
formats

- no search and query
- lacking spatial mapping

- Data accessibility
- Metadata locked inside 

proprietary files
- No process to extract attributes

- Few analytics capabilities



Some questions Anna would like answered

- I want to find all the wells and logs that are similar to the one I am designing, so that I can quickly build a well 
delivery plan. For that, I have to answer questions like these:

- Show me Wells with specific attributes:
- spud date
- in a geographic area
- By trajectory type

- Show me the production rate for my wells
- What are the average production rates for each well
- Average production rate by Operator
- Production rate by operator in a geographical area
- Heat map with production rate by operator by time

- Show me a detailed wellog location for my wellbore of interest
- I want to download the file and run ML experiments with it and all the associated data
- I want to investigate and plot some curves from specific wellogs



What Is OSDU Forum And Its Mission?

The Open Group OSDU Forum delivers an Open Source, 
standards-based, technology-agnostic data platform for 
the energy industry that stimulates innovation, 
industrializes data management, and reduces time to 
market for new solutions.

Using the Open Source 
model to promote 
collaboration

Working with The Open Group to 
create certifiable standards to 
support interoperability 

Its important to note that this 
solution is built to break down 
silos and enable cloud services. 
The Whole value chain, NOT 
Subsurface.

“Polycloud” – runs on Public 
Clouds and on premise, taking 
advantage of the technology 
available on each 

Not a data storage solution or a 
data management application -
but a modern, cloud-native data 
platform



OSDU implements and end to end data flow



OSDU translates data to well known structures
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Example Architecture with the Data Universe
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The power of AWS services: Amazon S3 



PERFORMANCE

Better performance across CPU, 
networking, and storage

SECUR ITY

Enhanced security that 
continuously monitors, 
protects, and verifies 

the instance hardware 
and firmware

INNOVAT ION

Building blocks can be 
assembled in many different 

ways, giving us the flexibility to 
design and rapidly deliver EC2 

instances

Innovation enabled by AWS Nitro System
Modular building blocks for rapid design and delivery of EC2 instances



The power of AWS services: Amazon Alexa
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